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A cricket bat!
Twelve years, and four psychiatrists!
Four?
I kept biting them!
Why?
They said you weren't real.




Saturday, March 30


[bookmark: aa3586443]
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A Farewell to Prisms







Prism Project - under the Sony Music umbrella for the past 18 months - will be closing its doors tomorrow, and today is the last day any of the Prism talents will be streaming.



It's been a huge day.  Prism is focused on music which is why Sony was interested in them in the first place, but they don't normally deliver eight new original songs and covers per day.



Here's...  Here's Jinn, the mascot of Sara Nagare, and his kids Shane, Bazza, Dave-O, and Jules, covering The Angels' Am I Ever Gonna See Your Face Again.







Best version of the song.  Sara along with her colleagues Non Anon and Naki Kamizuki are providing the traditional crowd response.



Really.






	

I'm a major fan of Prism - and not just because they have a dangerous concentration of Aussies for such a small agency, though that helps - and I'm sorry to see it go.  Thankfully the talents are almost all staying with it; Sony has handed them their designs and all online accounts, so there's just a short break while payment accounts get sorted out and then they'll be back online.

	

	The exceptions are Kou Tsubame from Gen 5 who will be stepping back from streaming, although her channel will stay up and she'll still be in contact with the rest of the talents, and Naki Kamizuki from Gen 4 who will move away from regular vtubing and pursue other creative forms instead.

	

	From now on if you need to find them, Gen 1 is Cosmia, Gen 3 is Requiem, and Gen 4 is Ever After.  They're working on a new name for the whole group since they can't use "Prism" and they are all planning to continue working together.
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Prism - I'm guessing a non-English word that means the same thing is verboten?  


Posted by: Frank at Saturday, March 30 2024 11:48 PM (tSpjU)
 
[bookmark: c2]
2
No, I think it's just some sort of trademark thing, so only that specific word is ruled out.


Posted by: Pixy Misa at Sunday, March 31 2024 06:19 PM (PiXy!)
 
[bookmark: c3]
3
Change it to "Prison" and all switch to orange jumpsuits? :-)



Posted by: Mauser at Monday, April 01 2024 10:22 AM (nk1Z+)
 
[bookmark: c4]
4
Yeah, "Prison Project" has been a standing joke the entire time.


Posted by: Pixy Misa at Monday, April 01 2024 05:26 PM (PiXy!)
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Almost Oops Edition


	

Tech News


		The man who saved the world:  Andres Freund noticed that SSH logins - used by every server in the world - were taking half a second longer than they should.  (Ars Technica)

			

			He was curious so he poked at it a bit and found the equivalent of the demon core being added for free to every school lunch in the world.

			

			In essence, had this been done with more care and not caught before it was added to production releases of Linux, a state actor - this is almost certainly the work of some place like China or North Korea - could have had access to everything, everywhere.

			

			You might be at AWS and have all your services behind a VPN, but that wouldn't help you at all because they'd just need to hack AWS first.

			

			All the development for this hack was done in public, either by a developer who spent a lot of time building up trust by writing useful code, or by hacking that developer's GitHub account.

			

			Expect GitHub to force 2FA on all users in short order, even if that wouldn't have prevented this incident.  Every warning sign has a story behind it, and Andres is the Harry Daghlian and Louis Slotin of the age, except that he didn't die of radiation poisoning.

			

			

			
	However, some not-really-production releases of Linux were impacted.  (CyberKendra)

			

			Fedora Rawhide and Kali Linux were affected for the past three days.  Arch Linux has been affected for five weeks, and Debian's unstable release seems to be the worst hit, with the new packages added eight weeks ago.

			

			Fedora 40 Beta might be affected if you set up the test library versions as well as the regular beta libraries.

			

			AWS Linux is not affected, nor are stable releases like Ubuntu LTS or RedHat Enterprise Linux.

			

			

			


	

		


Tech News


		Microsoft and OpenAI are planning to build a $115 billion supercomputer with the goal of answering all the world's questions...  Incorrectly.  (Tom's Hardware)

			

			I can do that for half as much.

			

			

			
	And I'm pretty sure that New York spent less than $115 billion on its useless lying chatbot.  (Ars Technica)

			

			It might be difficult, but owners can still evict tenants who refuse to pay their rent.

			

			Which means that both parties can sue the city for providing false legal advice.

			

			

			
	AMD's upcoming Zen 5 chips could be over 40% faster than Zen 4.  (WCCFTech)

			

			That's a lot, but AMD's progress over the past five generations has been impressive, ]with single-core Passmark scores climbing from 1600 on the last mainstream core before Zen to 4300 with the Zen 4 based 7950X, an average of 28% improvement across four generational upgrades.

			

			And Zen 1 was nearly 40% faster than its predecessor on single-threaded tasks, and 140% faster on multi-threaded.

			

			

			
	Barnes and Noble is dropping support for its Nook tablets...  For models more than ten years old.  (Liliputing)

			

			If you have the original Nook Color from 2010 and you're still using it, well, first congratulations on not dropping it in all that time, and second, it will keep right on working for all the content you have bought and downloaded.  You won't be able to buy new content on that device, and you won't be able to download new content directly from B&N, though you can still side-load files and read them.

			

			14 years of support is pretty decent; that's about the rate at which Apple completely changes hardware platforms.

			

			

			
	The top model of the new Minisforum V3 tablet costs under $1000...  In China.  (Liliputing)

			

			This might be the perfect replacement for my late, lamented HP Envy X2 tablets, which expired from terminal battery bloat a couple of years ago without me ever having much time to use them.

			

			The top-of-the-line V3 has a 2560x1600 165Hz 14" screen with 100% DCI-P3 and 500 nits max brightness, a Ryzen 8845H CPU, 32GB of RAM, and a 2TB SSD.  Actually it lists an M2 2280 SSD, so if you're brave enough to open it up you can expand it to 8TB. 

			

			Ports include two USB 4 ports (basically Thunderbolt 3), a full size SD card slot, a USB-C port with VLink, and a headphone jack, plus a 2Mpixel front camera and a 5Mpixel rear camera.

			

			Apart from the screen (which was 3000x2000 on the HP) it's better in every way, as you'd expect after five years.

			

			The CPU is ten times faster than the HP on multi-threaded tasks, and nearly three times faster single-threaded, it has the Four Essential Keys, and that VLink port supports video input - so you could buy two of them, install Linux on one, take both with you, and have a complete dual monitor working environment everywhere you go.

			

			Which I had some idea of doing with those HPs before they ate too many electrons and died.


	

		




	

Disclaimer: Danger, may contain electrons.
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That sshd thing is a real doozie.  Probably is a state-level, and shows that trusting people(sic) is foolish.  And, speaking as a people, you really can't trust 'em.



Posted by: normal at Saturday, March 30 2024 09:47 PM (bg2DR)
 
[bookmark: c2]
2
I hate what the tech world has become. On my less optimistic days, I am thoroughly ashamed of my entire career, even though I had little to do with this mess. And I absolutely despise everything about open source, in large part due to the fact that it is impossible to avoid.



One day everything will come crashing down over some stupid git check-in (malicious maybe, more probably just someone who didn't do simple testing), and there will be no escape from the consequences because everyone in the world uses the same idiot packages.


Posted by: Kurt Duncan at Sunday, March 31 2024 12:55 AM (dMQGF)
 
[bookmark: c3]
3
The hack is an excellent argument against systemd and its tentacles.


	


	
-j


	


Posted by: J Greely at Sunday, March 31 2024 01:39 AM (oJgNG)
 
[bookmark: c4]
4
systemd is the more successful german version of this exploit



modern germany is pretty much a hostile state actor



Posted by: PatBuckman at Monday, April 01 2024 01:42 AM (rcPLc)
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Griftcoin Edition


	

Top Story


		With Sam Bankman-Fraud headed to prison for 25 years, the era of blockchain grifters is over, and we are entering the era of blockchain grifters.  (Tech Crunch)

			

			And AI grifters as well.

			

			The article tries to paint Bitcoin as something different and better because it is deliberately slow, painful, and expensive to use, but those aren't actually good qualities in a currency.  You want something fast, simple, and cheap to use, and merely slow, painful, and expensive to fake, or to steal.

			

			That's hard, and nobody has solved that problem yet.*

			

			



Tech News


		FuryGPU is completely open-source - including the hardware - and can run Quake at 60 fps.  (Tom's Hardware)

			

			Not the 2021 version; the 1996 version.  Which would run on most domestic appliances these days.

			

			

			
	Unless you source your domestic appliances from Russia, where half the CPUs don't work.  (Tom's Hardware)

			

			Russia, like China, has been cut off from advanced chip production facilities.

			

			China has its own 14nm production.  That's a long way behind TSMC, Intel, or Samsung, but it's not terrible.

			

			Russia is still at 90nm.

			

			

			
	The race to replace Redis.  (LWN)

			

			Redis isn't a conventional database, but rather a kind of Swiss army chainsaw for short-term data storage and manipulation.  It's extremely useful and justifiably popular and has been included in most Linux distributions for the past decade - and it just stopped being open source.

			

			So the race is on to replace it because otherwise you won't be able to update to new Linux releases without things breaking.

			

			

			
	The race to replace VMWare ESXi.  (Serve the Home)

			

			VMWare ESXi was a free, entry-level version of VMWare's enterprise platform, intended for engineers to run on their own computers so that they could experiment with the software and provide better support.

			

			VMWare got bought by Broadcom, which appears determined to kill it.

			

			Proxmox VE can now import and run your VMWare ESXi servers, which solves your problem if you were using it, but does nothing for Broadcom's self-inflicted wounds.

			

			

			
	Oh, outrage.  Cloud hosting provider Vultr has hastily removed some wording from its terms of service after users noticed.  (The Register)

			

			The legalese was supposed to grant Vultr rights to reproduce your content that you posted to their online support forums, which is normal because you can't run an online forum without that.

			

			But the way it was worded made it look like they could just make off with the data on your servers.  Which would be bad.





	

* Except maybe Robert L. Forward in his work Self-Limiting.**

** He proposed making currency out of plutonium.
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Sleepfirewalking Edition


	

Top Story


		The governor of Oregon took a break from her busy schedule of - reportedly - day drinking and nervous breakdowns to sign a new right-to-repair bill that is actually good.  (Ars Technica)

			

			The legislation bans "parts pairing", where you not only need an exact replacement part, you need the exact replacement part, because all the parts have built-in clique identifiers and won't talk to interlopers.

			

			The rules come in to effect next year, and exempt a few classes of device like medical devices, where there might be an argument for strict controls over repairs, and...  Electric toothbrushes.


	

		




	

Tech News


		Amazon is investing another $2.75 billion into AI company Anthropic, developer of Claude.  (CNBC)

			

			If you haven't heard of Claude you are not alone, but it is a thing that exists.

			

			

			
	FTX - what's left of it - is selling off most of its stake in Anthropic to raise funds to pay back customers.  (Yahoo Finance)

			

			FTX misused customer funds to - among other things - buy a $500 million stake in Anthropic.

			

			That stake is now worth $1.35 billion, and may be the key to FTX customers getting all their money back.

			

			

			
	There's a mod for that.

			

			Untamed Wilds adds 24 new animals to Minecraft, with anything up to 17 species of each animal.  (So it counts "Big Cat" as one animal, but it actually includes lions, mountain lions, jaguars, leopards, snow leopards, and tigers.)

			

			Only problem is it also includes camels, giant pandas, and polar bears, which are already in Minecraft, and the config file doesn't let you turn off individual species.

			

			Bad Mobs, though, does.  When you load your modpack it automatically generates a config file of all the creatures existing in your game and lets you turn off any of them.

			

			

			



Disclaimer: It's turquoise all the way down.
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this just in from an alternate timeline where Apple is not woke, but is still walled garden authoritarian and also criminal scum.  



"Apple deplores this new law, which will allow airlines to substitute unsafe Chinesium parts instead of using safe parts authorized by the manufacturer.  So called 'right to repair' is going to set aviation safety back to the time of 1943, when many thousands of aircraft passengers were dying every year over Europe."



More seriously, I haven't actually checked the air fatality rates for the 1940s, and do not think the current state of SNAFU in a certain industry will get that bad.  I also have not checked the scope of the law, and do not think it can do anything about aviation part requirements.  And, counterfeit unsafe parts, with forged documentation, are believed to be a real concern in aviation and some other related industries.  



Posted by: PatBuckman at Friday, March 29 2024 01:13 AM (rcPLc)
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Strawberry Fields For Never Edition


	

Top Story


		Canva, an online design collaboration platform, is buying Affinity, a traditional software development house that creates good applications and sells them to you.  (The Verge)

			

			I'm hoping Canva doesn't turn Affinity into a subscription service, because right now you can buy the entire Affinity suite - photo editing, design, and publishing apps for Windows, Mac, and iOS - for around $120.  

			

			Not per year; once.





	

Tech News


		The Lenovo Legion Tab is officially coming to Europe and Asia.  (Lenovo)

			

			This month.  Better get a move on, because there's not much of this month left.

			

			Downside is that at 599 Euros the price is not much cheaper than importing the Japanese version.

			

			On paper though it's a great device, with a 2560x1600 8.8" screen, 12GB of RAM, and 256GB of storage.  CPU is a Snapdragon 8+ Gen 1, which has a Cortex X2 as its main core, so it's both recent and fast.

			

			It includes a microSD slot and two USB-C ports.  Either one can be used for charging, so you can charge while it is connected to a monitor or a headphone adapter (no separate headphone port).

			

			I'll buy one since there is no real competition.  Not two though, not at that price.

			

			

			
	I did buy the Asus M1505, the cheaper of the two Asus models I've highlighted recently.

			

			Ryzen 7730U CPU (8 Zen 3 CPU cores and 8 Vega graphics cores), 16GB of RAM which I'm upgrading to 40GB, 512GB of SSD which I'm upgrading to 2TB, the Four Essential Keys in the form of a three-column numeric keypad - not ideal but better than not having them, and the standout feature, a 15.6" 2880x1620 120Hz OLED display.

			

			Roughly $1000 as configured.

			

			

			
	If you have Mac Studio envy the FN60G sold by Topton is basically a shrunk-in-the-wash version.  (Liliputing)

			

			It's bigger than a regular NUC but still very small; it uses an Intel desktop CPU and a laptop graphics module.  No expansion slots apart from memory and storage, so what you buy it with is all you get.

			

			Apart from those two memory slots and two M.2 slots, it has two HDMI ports, two DisplayPort ports, one USB-C port which can also drive a display for up to five monitors in total; two 2.5Gbit network ports, and four USB-A ports on the back.  On the front, another two USB-A ports, one USB-C, headphone jack, and a full-size SD card slot.  Which is a pretty good complement of ports for a small system.

			

			Prices fully configured start around $1000 and go up to $2000, which is not terrible but you can certainly build a regular PC for the same price.

			

			

			
	No further Minecraft crashes since I disabled the Strawberry Fields in Mystic's Biomes.  Though given the number of new biomes in the modpack (over 200) and the number I've seen during testing (maybe 30) there could be something still lurking.

			

			It's not entirely happy running in the default 4GB heap, but it certainly runs smoothly with 16GB of RAM, which my original efforts didn't.

			

			If I don't trip over anything else I'll publish it to Curseforge this weekend.


	

		




	

Disclaimer: Or, as I just noted, a rather nice laptop.
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 concur about the hopes for affinity.

I probably had better install the two programs from them that I bought, and have not yet used, just in case.


Posted by: PatBuckman at Thursday, March 28 2024 01:40 AM (rcPLc)
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And Then There Was Splat








So judging by this crash log, somewhere between the strawberry bushes from Mystic's Biomes, Oculus, Ferrite Core, Better End Island, Immersive Weathering, Serene Seasons, Friends and Foes, and Better Desert Temples, my modpack seems to crash randomly when creating new chunks.



	

I suspect the culprit is Mystic's Biomes, which would be a shame, but it's not essential.



	
Update: Mystic's Biomes is on GitHub, so maybe I can help out.



Also, now I seem to have a schrödinbug. 


	

Update: Probably Mystic's Biomes; it had a big update just three days ago. I'll test some more and see if I can report something useful back to the dev. Something more than "one of these 200 mods is breaking my game and I blame you". It's configurable enough that I can turn off just the strawberry fields and see if the bug is specific to that biome.




The current "full" version of the modpack now runs in the default 4GB heap, though I suspect it might run into trouble in more complex regions, since it's hovering around 3.5GB.



[image: ]   
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Are you getting anything useful out of the Minecraft launcher and/or crash logs?


Posted by: Rick C at Wednesday, March 27 2024 06:30 AM (BMUHC)
 
[bookmark: c2]
2
And to be clear, I mean, anything specific in the errors, whether when it crashes, or during startup, that would help narrow down the problem.  It's unusual, but it's been known to happen.


Posted by: Rick C at Wednesday, March 27 2024 07:24 AM (BMUHC)
 
[bookmark: c3]
3
Yes, it points the finger at the strawberry bushes.


Posted by: Pixy Misa at Wednesday, March 27 2024 08:20 AM (PiXy!)
 
[bookmark: c4]
4
Heh, I'm getting thrown into development hell too, after escaping nearly 25 years ago. Learning to compile Marlin for my new motherboard in my 3d printer because the builds supplied by the manufacturer don't actually work.



Posted by: Mauser at Wednesday, March 27 2024 08:59 AM (nk1Z+)
 
[bookmark: c5]
5
Strawberry fields?  Maybe the bugs are Beatles?


Posted by: Frank at Wednesday, March 27 2024 12:25 PM (cARBX)
 
[bookmark: c6]
6
Thanks, that reminds me what I was going to use for today's post title.


Posted by: Pixy Misa at Wednesday, March 27 2024 05:37 PM (PiXy!)
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Chalkled Edition


	

Top Story


		Europe is investigating Apple for its malicious compliance with the new Digital Markets Act.  (The Register)

			

			And Google.

			

			And Facebook.

			

			Do all three companies lie and cheat and steal?  Sure.

			

			Are they all woke beyond possibility of redemption?  Well, Google certainly is.  Apple while woke as hell notably produces genuinely well-engineered hardware on a regular schedule.

			

			Do they suck less than the European government even after granting all of that?  Absolutely.

			

			


	

		


Tech News


		Federation is the future of social media, says federated social media CEO.  (The Verge)

			

			We had that.

			

			It was called Usenet.

			

			

			
	iOS 18 is to set to deliver new customisation features, bringing it into parity with, uh, Android 6.0.  (9to5Mac)

			

			On the other hand, 6.0 was the last Android update worth caring about.

			

			

			
	Criminals can't do crimes, that's illegal, explains...  Don Lemon.  (The Verge)

			

			It's obvious that the writer of this piece knows she's lying, knows Don Lemon is an imbecile, and knows that Elon Musk is right about everything, but it's either this or writing two game guides a week for Kotaku.

			

			

			
	Speaking of Kotaku, the editor-in-chief of the alleged gaming news site resigned after being told by the site owners to write about gaming news.  (Games Industry)

			

			Kotaku's wokeness is to Google as red fuming nitric acid is to balsamic vinegar.

			

			

			
	Land near nuclear power plants is seeing a rise in value as AI datacenters seek cheap and reliably power which renewables ain't.  (The Register)

			

			I for one welcome our new glow-in-the-dark robot overlords.


	

		


Disclaimer: Don't blame me, I voted for Kodos.
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OTOH, Usenet didn't have a CEO.


Posted by: Mauser at Wednesday, March 27 2024 09:01 AM (nk1Z+)
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Quick one today because I'm a brown paper package tied up with string.


	


	Tech News 

	
			Apple's M4 CPUs could appear as soon as Q1 of next year.  (WCCFTech)

				

				Which is not all that soon, come to think of it.  By then it will be competing with AMD's Zen 5, Qualcomm's X Elite series, and Intel's Apollo Lake and Lunar Lake ranges.

				

				

				
	That didn't take long: Redict is a fork of Redis that makes it free again.  (Redict)

				

				Redis Labs recently changed to license of Redis so that while source code is available it comes with restrictions on use.

				

				Redict takes the last unrestricted version and keeps it unrestricted, meaning that the original Redis is basically dead.

				

				

				
	Emergent abilities in LLMs - where as an LLM grows it suddenly gains new abilities - are nothing but a measurement error.  (Quanta)

				

				LLMs don't know how to do arithmetic.  The more data you shove into them, the better they become at guessing, that's all.

				

				If you test them and give anything less than 100% a failing grade, the ability to do arithmetic suddenly appears out of nowhere.  But the same thing would happen if you did that with children.

				

				

				
	The Chinese government has banned the Chines government from using Intel and AMD CPUs.  (WCCFTech)

				

				Their loss.

				

				It does serve to give the Chinese CPU makers a guaranteed market for their products, which are not great but are basically adequate.

				

				

				
	As part of an investigation, the FBI posted videos publicly to YouTube, sent the links to the suspects, and then demanded Google hand over all details of the accounts of anyone who watched the videos.  (Mashable)

				

				The judge not only allowed it, but required Google to keep silent about it.

				

				This is what warrant canaries are for.  Unfortunately those are as dead as the passenger pigeon.

				

				

				
	Got a notice that my Myth Mascot plushies were about to ship, and it reminded me to check if the re-release of the original Myth plushies was still in stock.  When they first came out, the world was still in Wuhan Bat Soup Death Plague mode and they weren't shipping to Australia.

				

				They were.

				

				I bought them.

				

				

				
	Got my Minecraft modpack trimmed down to the point where it runs smoothly with the default memory settings, and is perfectly happy on my 16GB laptop.

				

				That involved getting rid of some of the less-vanilla stuff, but I think the feel of this version is much better.

				

				I'd like to add Critters and Companions, which will apparently be released for 1.20.1 very soon.  Other than that it's pretty solid.


		

			


	Disclaimer: Where is Haruhi Suzumiya when her world needs her?
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1
They make a compelling case for never logging in to youtube. Or any other google/barfabet service.


Posted by: normal at Tuesday, March 26 2024 01:11 AM (zx18t)
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Lone Pine Mall Edition


	

Top Story


		The global economy runs through a single road in Spruce Pine, North Carolina.  (Tom's Hardware)

			

			That road leads to a mine producing the purest quartz in the world, and the factory that processes it.  There is no naturally occurring substitute.

			

			The quartz is used to create crucibles which are used to produced silicon wafers, which are in turn sliced and cooked and dice to produce computer chips.

			

			It is possible to make the quartz synthetically; we just don't right now because there's an enormous pile of it sitting underground in this one spot.  But it would be a few difficult years if anything happened there.


	

		


Tech News


		This seems like a bad idea: EVGA changed the connector layout of its GQ 1000W power supply without changing the model number.  (Tom's Hardware)

			

			If you buy a new one the cables have changed too, and everything works.

			

			If you have one already, and it's faulty and is replaced under warranty, then congratulations!  Your existing cables will plug in just fine and deliver 12V on the 5V line to all your disk drives.

			

			

			
	The CEO and founder of Stability AI - creator of Stable Diffusion - has resigned.  (Tech Crunch)

			

			The official announcement doesn't say much and neither do his own tweets, but reading between the lines it seems he's pushing hard for actual open source solutions and the company's investors want bullshit that makes money like ChatGPT.

			

			Doubly interesting in that he apparently owns a controlling interest in Stability AI.  This is the same kind of conflict that recently roiled OpenAI, and led to Elon Musk's pending lawsuit against that company.

			

			


	

		


Disclaimer: Watch the new Philosophy Civil War documentary, the Grue and the Bley.
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Corsair has the reverse problem. They change the cables with every model, so you can't just use the same one when you upgrade the power supply, you have to change them all out, even if the pinouts are the same.



Posted by: Mauser at Sunday, March 24 2024 07:02 PM (nk1Z+)
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Quartz sounds like how cryolite used to be. 



Posted by: cxt217 at Monday, March 25 2024 03:31 AM (ZLF73)
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Minecraft Modpack Mathematics







I was wondering why memory usage and load time seemed to be increasing exponentially as my Minecraft modpack grew.



The answer turns out to be that it seems that way because it is.



And the culprit turns out to be the utterly innocuous and very useful Every Compat (Wood Good), which is in itself only 2MB.



What this mod does is let you create any wooden item from any type of wood, whether the item and the wood are in the base game or in a mod.


	

So if you add a mod that lets you craft new types of wooden roof - Macaw's Roofs, for example - that works with every type of wood, automatically.

	

	That mod is also just 2MB.

	

	And if you add a mod that adds new type of wood, like the mauve wood in Regions Unexplored, that can be used to craft doors and pickaxes and any other wooden item in the game, automatically.

	

	That mod is still small at 5MB.

	

	But when you have a couple of dozen mods of each type, adding in Every Compat multiples them together and eats as much memory as all the other mods combined - about 2.5GB.

	

	So now I'm well within the 4GB limit again, and can put back some of the mods I took out.



	

Update: All of them, in fact.  Blue Skies is back, as is The Undergarden, and Better Nether and Better End.  I'll see if I can configure Naturalist and Dungeons Arise to behave themselves and I can put those back as well.



	

Update 2: Well, not quite.  While it did start up and let me generate and enter the world, the Java heap filled up quickly after that and the game started to lag badly.  So if it's to be playable I either need to trim things back or increase the heap allocation.  I've set it to 8GB for testing, which is better than the 12GB I had previously, but there will probably be some cuts to the mod list.



	

2024-03-24


		Dropped Naturalist in favour of Untamed Wilds and Exotic Birds.
	Removed Sky Villages because neat as it is, there's no config file and they keep showing up at spawn.
	Further trimming is likely.  Base Minecraft 1.20.1 has 1146 different items in it.  My modpack increases that to 29,675, or counting Chisels and Bits, around 1012000.


	

		


2024-03-26


		Rebuilt a "lite" version that runs acceptably in the default Minecraft memory settings (4GB heap).
	Lite version removes most of the large mods, including BetterEnd, BetterNether, Blue Skies, Twilight Forest, Aether addons, and Biomes O' Plenty.

			
	Still includes Nullscape, Incendium, base Aether mod, and also Create and the Steam and Rails addon.  Additional biomes are supported by Terralith (100+) and Regions Unexplored (70+).
	Item count is now 19,167, including 1146 from Minecraft itself, while reducing the modpack size from 949MB to 232MB.  Plus the 1012000 from Chisels and Bits.
	Also includes the new wolf variants that will be in 1.21, plus four original wolf variants, four cat variants, a new fox variant, and many variants of chickens, sheep, cows, and pigs.
	Also an annoying camel.
	Bird life added with Exotic Birds.
	Fish life expanded thanks to Unusual Fish.
	Miscellaneous mammalia introduced by Untamed Wilds.
	Arthropods courtesy of Canes Wonderful Spiders.
	Reptiles provided by What the Geck'o.
	Creepers supplied by Creeper Overhaul.  You're welcome.
	Big box of crayons purchased at Dye Depot, doubling the regular in-game dyes to 32.  This works with wool, carpets, terracotta (including glazed terracotta), glass, and concrete.
	Big boxes of chalk found at Chalk and Chalked - one for building and one for writing.
	Quarks irradiated by Quark.
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I've been playing a couple of interesting modpacks recently:  Desertopolis and Frozenopolis.  Inspired by skyblock, but not actually skyblock, they're sort of single-biome worlds.  Desertopolis is almost all desert, including some small badlands areas, and Frozenopolis uses regular Minecraft worldgen, except it's a snowstorm all the time everywhere.  Ore resource gathering is done via alternate methods, again like skyblock.  With Desertopolis, you get basic ores like iron by feeding deepslate into a machine called the Extractinator that converts it into iron and lapis.  There are a full set of lapis tools and armor.  Frozenopolis uses Botania generating flowers to create ore blocks.  Both use a mod called Tough as Nails which adds heat and cold to the world--you have to wear appropriate armor or you'll overheat or freeze and die.  Challenging but kind of fun!


Posted by: Rick C at Sunday, March 24 2024 09:38 AM (BMUHC)
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What I'm trying to build is a modpack that looks completely vanilla at first, but then opens out in multiple directions as you explore.



Having some trouble with mods that have inadequate config options so that I spawn a hundred feet in the air at the top of a ninja temple and then plummet directly onto a dragon.  Yes, both of those things are in the mods I installed, but I don't want to see them now.


Posted by: Pixy Misa at Sunday, March 24 2024 10:54 AM (PiXy!)
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